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Deaded Ant, Feeted Shoes, Morbid 
Mood 

You <leaded me. 
I hunted you. 
I stole some of your steal. 
With your feeted shoes you tread on 

us black darting tubes as me. 

But you do not kill me 
I live on 
Not like when you coffin-carry 

Mary Callahan with a lump and warm 
parlor in your throat. 

Not like when you coffin-carry John 
Badge with a lump and warm 

hand in your chest. 

No, I am not me to you 
You cannot kill hie. 

Poems 
We learned the whole of love, 
The alphabet, the words, 

- R. C. F. 

A chapter, then the mighty book
Then revelation closed. 

But in each other's eyes 
An ignorance beheld 
Diviner than the childhood's, 
And each to each a child. 

Attempted to expound 
What neither understood. 

) 

Alas, that wisdom is so large 
And truth so manifold! 

Touch lightly nature's sweet guitar 
Unless tqou know' st the tune, 

Or every bird will point at thee 
That wert a bard too soon. 

The words the happy say 
Are paltry melody; 
But those the silent feel 
Are beautiful. 

-Emily Dickinson. 

COLLEGIAN 

To a Straight, Small but Large Fish 

Dear brother. 
I should like to have seen you by 

one of the school of nearby swimming 
minnows 

Eaten, 

Then raptly enjoyed your 
murdered by one of those long 
sword snouted fellow water 
inhabitants of his and our life 

Chea ten, 

And he of the long mouth 
to be by one of the wan fat 
striped fish who from me 
received an avaricious fisherman 
look 

Beaten. 

All this my eyes would have 
caroused in as when I sit on 
uncomfortable boards in the 
way of an uncomfortable sun inebriating 
on a matador mangled cattle. 

All this would be never satiating 
ambrosia for my stupor if before 
my senses this fratricide would have. 
continued stronger specie against 
stronger specie. 

But 

When it came my turn to 
become a part of this coluptuous 
progression, 

With punctilious grace would 
I decline. 
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Lecture Review 

To anyone who came to hear Mr. Buchanan 
Friday night with hopes of discovering a con
venient pigeon-holing technique for classifying 
words into their respective intentions and im
positions, and perhaps even in hopes of hearing 
these elementary terms defined, the lecture was 
a confounding disappointment. However, this 
reviewer would like to suggest that the many
sided indeterminacy of signification evident 
throughout the lecture was less a consequence of 
inscrutability in the lecturer than of .;:omplexity 
in the subject. 

The problem Mr. Buchanan faced was to 
explain the signification of words without re
course to a particular psychological or meta
physical system; or, to phrase the problem in 
opposite fashion, to explain the signification of 
words in terms of any psychological or meta
physical system. To do either of these is possi
ble because symbols are independent of psy
chology and metaphysics; symbols are the data 
of these ,sciences- they are not derived from 
these sciences. 

But in order to state the problem of verbal 
signification in perspective, it is important to 
note that the liberal arts, which employ words 
as their symbols, are only a branch of the arts, 
the other branches being the useful and the 
divine arts. Mr. Buchanan chose to distin
guish the kinds of art in terms of ends, means, 
and processes. 

The end of a useful art is a product, its 
means are tools and materials; the process can be 
stated as "putting form into matter." The 
form is generated externally- that is, external to 
the agent. The end of a divine art is virtue in 
the man, its means are symbols with almost 
magical character (your reporter took a quick 
look around and noted eyebrows rising at that 
word "magical") ; and the process is one of 
acquisition of a form by the agent. This form 
is generated internally,. as opposed to the utili
tarian process. The liberal arts have as their 
end knowledge or truth or a work of art, the 
means to this end are intelligible symbols, and 

the process is one of abstraction- taking the 
form of matter into oneself. This process is a 
mean between that of the useful and divine arts 
in this sense: in the former the process is wholly 
external, in the latter internal, but in the liberal 
arts the process is one of taking form from mat
ter external to the agent into the agent. 

Mr. Buchanan parentetically described the 
fine arts as parodies on the divine arts (more 
eyebrows rising) . 

A symbol, by its nature, must refer to some
thing else. It may refer to an individual, or to 
a class (many individuals having some common 
property) or to a universal (an idea) or, para
doxically, to itself. But it is only partially true 
that these particular references can be ·known 
and separated so as to determine the intent or 
supposition of a given symbol. For according 
to Mr. Buchanan, any word has all impositions 
and intentions always. 

But what are these impositions and inten
tions? The lecturer at this point addressed him
self to the chalk-filled blackboards, and we shall 
attempt to reproduce for you what they said to 
us through the medium of Mr. Buchanan. He 
chose what we are inclined to think was a too
convenient example, the sentence "Punch hits 
Judy." Punch and Judy each refer to beings, 
that is, to those beings of which the caricatures 
on the blackboard were a symbol. In this sense, 
the words "Punch" and "Judy" are in first im
posltlon. But it is also true that "Punch hits 
Judy" is a sentence, and that "Punch" and 
"Judy" are nouns; in this sense, these words are 
in second imposition. Punch signifies all men, 
and Judy all women. They are class symbols 
- first intentions. But further, Punch is man, 
that is, the symbol of the idea, or universal, and 
as such is second intentional. 

There was a much more exciting element in 
this treatment than in the more conventional 
ones. That is, the lecturer implied that any sen
tence has four propositions in it- or rather four 
kinds of propositions. There is a necessary 
meaningful ambiguity in every term. A sen
tence may be primarily signifying· one thing, 
but this does not exclude from it other significa-
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tions. They are always present. "Punch hits 
Judy" may be primarily first impositional, but 
it is secondarily second impositional (and this 
we must admit is always true of any first im
position) , and it has, at least in this case, both 
first and second intentions, because of the under
stood generality and universality of the terms. 

If we try out this formula on other sen
tences- for example, using proper names which 
may refer to either men or horses or dogs, then, 
a.It.hough the first and second intentional propo
s1t10ns that someone may see in such a sentence 
~ay be false, while others may see true ones, it 
1s und~n.iable that these intentions are present. 
Propositions may be true or false- they are still 
propositions, and they are still significant. 
. Mr. Buchanan's argument for the many

s1dedness of any sentence or proposition or word 
was convincing. Only a little less so was his 
main thesis. There is still some uncertainty in 
our mind whether, in truth, the descriptions of 
the impositions and intentions were independ
ent of some particular philosophical system. 
However, the lecturer's defense of this in terms 
of the most difficult case- second intention- in 
which we find the Aristotlean "abstraction " 
was ingenious, and it seemed to do no violen~e 
to explain the same intentional process in Pla
tonic terms. 

We have not been able here to report all the 
facts of this lecture, and hope only to have punc
tuated some of the crucial propositions. The 
conclusion of the lecture opened up tremendous 
horizons by analyzing the liberal arts and 
sciences in terms of the impositions and inten
tions. We off er a bare outline, and urge its 
perusal and elaboration upon practical and 
speculative cogitators alike. 

The arts of grammar, arithmetic, and 
geometry are first impositional. The sciences of 
grammar, arithmetic, and geometry, and the arts 
of rhetoric and music, are second impositional. 
The first intentions are the sciences of rhetoric 
and music, and the arts of dialectic and astron
omy. The second intentions are the sciences of 
dialectic and astronomy. 

-C. A.N. 

Sports 
The college football championship is still 

undecided despite three 'hours and fifteen minutes 
of Herculean effort by the II-CD and I-AB 
elevens. Thirteen quarters have failed to pro-

duce a score and another clash is scheduied. 
The opening of the local cage season saw 

the Juniors take I-CD into camp by a score of 
3 2 to 16. Welsh was high scorer for the win
ners, and the team play of the entire Junior 
team dominated the game throughout the sec
ond half. J. Patton and Scott with four points 
each led the scoring for the losers. 

St. John's defeated the Metropolitan A. C. 
on the 27th by a score of 44 to 41 in a close, 
exciting game. Madison and Feldman led the 
scoring of the locals and nice games were 
turned in by J. Gibson and D. Patton. 

The latest report on the intramural sched
ule shows that the sophomore and freshman 
seminars are going to combine their groups into 
one team for each class. This will undoubtedly 
produce a closer race for the championship 
laurels. 

-P.A.S. 

Waldorf Week-end 
The forthcoming graduation week-end 

possesses the potencies and portents of being a 
memorable event in the annals of a St. Johnnie. 

With the King William Players' "Oedipus 
Rex," the Senior Class graduation ceremonies, 
and the Christmas Party, there appears to be no 
dearth of things to do. 

All that one needs to fully partake of these 
offerings is a date, some money, and some spirit. 
Expenses will not be too severe since several 
meals of the week-end will be served in the din
ing hall. If anyone feels that he would incur 
difficulties in the procurement of females, he 
should contact Robert (Power) Feldman or 
Ralph (Conover) Finkel of the Dating Bureau 
of the Good Will Section of the Public Rela
tions Department of the Senior Ball Committee 
of the Social Cooperative. These men, experi
enced in the ways of the Baltimoron, will make 
several safaries into the wilds of Goucher, Bal
timore Street, Elementary School No. 61, and 
many other locales in this strange and enchant
ing land with the words, "We get our women" 
burning in their brain. As to the pecuniary 
problem, all that can be done is to predict a rise 
in dice and bridge games. 
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civil,. and academic w:arlds: and to explain what 
it feels like and means. Ks a' poetic image fur
nishing "the epitome of the changing h\lman 
being," the dean sugg_ested the wanderings of 
Ulysses in the Odyssey, and especially the lead
ing theme of nostalg_ia.. Nostalgia is the minor 
of a man searching in his memory, seeking for 
something unattained. Ulysses' odyssey is the 
record of this search, and" his successive exploits 
like the real and differentiated changes from 
world to world. The end of the story leaves 
us wondering whether there is not one definitive 
and final world which will be the real satis
faction of all search. 

The three disciplines are three worlds and, 
just in Ulysses' experiences, great things hap
pen in passing through them. The disciplines 
are stages of learning, and it is possible to pass 
from one to another without a complete com
prehension of each. 

The dean chose as a kind of loose thread in 
his analysis of the three disciplines, Caesar's 
triple division of Saul according to language, 
law, and mode of life. 

The language of the military world. is the 
language of obeying and giving commands. 
The intent of this language is one of immediate 
action and not of understanding. It requires 
a pliable and slave-like attitude of the will to
ward the irrationality of. obeying unintelligible 
command. As this· is not a, tolerable language 
to live under there is the resultant of another 
talk- the soldier language of pornography and 
scatology. This talk takes the curse from the 
first and exercises the decils,arising from the im
possibility of being commanded the irrational. 
It is a language of comedy, allowing an escape 
and view of situation from .. the outside. When 

through this world they 
~rn of ritual-the ritual of 

discipline is war, iind war 

is destination, the breakdown of reason. The 
high and remote intent is peace. However, to 
confuse these ends, which are precisely opposed 
as the rational and irrational, is disastrous and 
can produce the most complicated confusion. A 
virtue of this. world is. its ability to often pre
serve itself when other worlds ~ollapse-a 
strength seen to arise from the unifying nature 
of the system itself. 

In the civil world the language of command 
and obey has become the language of persuasion. 
This is the familiar talk of every day life, 
reaching as high as the formal pleading in a 
supreme court legal case, and as low as back 
fence gossip. The importance of this language 
is that eventually it leads to deliberation and 
decision. We have an example of this in the 
current situation with the Naval Academy. It 
is promised that some day from the multitude 
of negotiations on both sides definite decision 
will be reached. 

Civil laws are made by the citizens, for 
them to obey and to disobey when evil or in
jurious. The laws ask us to study, understand, 
and improve them to the end of approaching 
closer to the ideal of true Justice. 

The end of the Civil discipline is political 
liberty- a liberty so that all the powers in the 
human soul can be realized. This is the mean
ing of Roosevelt's familiar ideal of more abund
ant living, and also of the dictum of Aristotle 
that the state exists for the good life. The 
state must provide the means for a man to do 
all his conscience tells him he should do. The 
good state which has political freedom en
courages men to accept responsibilities, and it 
sees that the ordinary processes of human indus
try furnish means of learning. 


